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Flight of the Phoenix
Pre-race chatter on social media
indicated that more than a few
regular road runners felt fearful, or
maybe “intimidated” is a better
word, about tackling the Mt. Toby
Trail Run on October 22. However,
race director Patrick Pezzati, along
with a dedicated force of energetic
volunteers, put on a perfectly professional shindig, and for the most
part those fears gave way to fun.
This race, which has been around
for a long time, was actually on the
endangered list a few years ago,
and may have even briefly gone
down in flames and died for bit.
But SMAC stepped in and saved
Toby by taking it on as a regular
club race last year (along with the
Amherst 10-Miler, the Ron Hebert
Road Race, and the Summit Run),
and it has risen like a fiery phoenix
from the ashes and flourished once
again. It was even included as part
of the annual SMAC race series for
the first time this year.

Carla Halpern strides off the summit. (Photo by Ben Kimball)

Weather was absolutely spectacular, with high clouds in a bright blue sky and warm but not
-too-humid temperatures. Near-peak autumnal colors were on display too. Best of all, the
relatively late arrival of fall meant that few leaves were down along the 14-mile course,
letting runners have an unusually unobstructed view of the occasionally rugged terrain.
The men’s race was won by 42-year-old Tim Tapply in a super-fast 1:32:52. The first female
finisher was Beth Krasemann in 1:56:38. The first male SMAC finisher was Jeff Levreault,
who ran a 1:40:39 (7th overall). Jeff was closely followed by John McCarthy in 1:42:39 (9th
overall). The first female SMAC runner was Bridget Macdonald in 2:02:46 (33rd overall),
with JoEllen Reino close behind in 2:03:34 (35th overall). There were 91 runners total.

May the turnaround success of the Mt. Toby Trail Race signify
a fruitful future both for it and for SMAC in general. Each still
stands as a bright beacon of running in the Valley. -Ben

From the Editor

Sometimes life seems... upside down. Or slightly off, like
we’re all living in someone else’s darkened dream. Or their
nightmare. Or orange-hued fright-fest, or free-candy fueled
sugar rush around midnight on October 31st. It can feel offputting. Ominous. Disconcerting? Scary. But it doesn’t stay
that way, right? Dawn always comes on November 1st. The
light returns, and order restores. Eventually. Hopefully.
It’s just that, sometimes life still seems… off the mark.
Like it needs a soft reboot. Or maybe even a hard reboot. A
remake. A do-over. Of course we don’t get to take a mulligan
in real life, though. Wishful thinking only goes so far. So we
cope. We deal. We find ways to make do in the meantime.
We figure out what resets our clocks, refreshes our drives,
renews our spirits. For me, and I suspect for many of you,
that thing is running. I swear I can be having the crummiest
day, then go for an evening run and then have everything be
at least briefly all better by sunset. It’s not a given, but more
often than not I can count on my trusty athletic totem to set
me straight again. It’s not coincidence that I pour a lot of my
life into seemingly silly pursuits like personal bests, racemorning rituals, and never-ending newsletter production!

Anyway, enough with the lame attempts at allegory and
thinly-veiled pop-culture references. We’ve got a great issue
for you here. In addition to multiple member profiles (it was a
banner crop this season!), there are the usual shorts, recaps,
race reports, columns, and features by SMAC’s reliably prolific stable of writers and artists. There’s also a series update,
fresh Ginger, and one former Sun editor’s tale of time on the
Appalachian Trail with superSMAC writer/runner John Stifler.
Not enough for you? How about extreme trail marathoning in
Switzerland by Karin George. ‘Cuz we’ve totally got that too.
And woven throughout much of it, in the spirit of this issue’s
publication date, a general theme of “spooky” (including
what may be a Sun first: a scary short story). Yes… fiction!
Before wrapping this up, a note on the weather: autumn
came late this year. Did anyone else struggle with racing in
the weekend humidity as much as I did from about midSeptember to mid-October (or as I call it, my favorite month
of ‘Septober’)? Not all of you, obviously, as there were some
truly epic race wins/times clocked by our own Legends of the
Fall during that those weeks. Huge congratulations to you
guys and, uh, if anyone’s got any humidity-guard to spare...
-Ben

The Sugarloaf SUN (2017, Issue #6)
is a publication of
Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club (SMAC)
and is produced by, for, and with
the considerable help of its members.
Ben Kimball, Editor
Greenfield, MA 01301 (603) 491-1839
alpinefin [at] comcast.net
Please submit your written work or pictures,
and send along any comments or questions (or even praise).
For more about the club and for membership information,
please visit our website at: www.sugarloafmac.org
or call Ron Hebert, Membership Secretary at (413) 584-2917
Publication date: October 31, 2017
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My black cat took this selfie and texted it to me with the caption: “I cud
totally run faster than you. Let me wear the singlet. They should make
me the official SMAC mascot. Oh, if you stop by the Big Y, get tuna.”
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Member Profile

SMAC Member Profile
Name: Grace Coller
Age: 39
Town: Shelburne Falls
Where are you from originally, and (if not from here) what
brought you to this area? I grew up in the Northampton area
and fell in love with Shelburne Falls during the family weekend drives we would take there as a child. I’ve always wanted
to live in Shelburne Falls!
Runner since: The first time I fell in love with running was in
high school when we would sprint across the hundred-yard
field hockey field. It was something I could do well. It was the
one time I pulled ahead of my peers and the rush was real.
After high school, I left that feeling behind until about 2008
when I decided to become more disciplined about my fitness
again after having my first child. This was when I enrolled myself in a YMCA back-to-fitness program where running was
discouraged until the 12 weeks were accomplished. Having a
bit of a mischievous spirit, this made me crave running again
for the first time in about 12 years.
I began to follow a Couch-to-5K program on my own. My
body was not the type to appreciate daily running, and injuries began to occur. I reintroduced swimming and then biking
to my schedule to curb injury rate and was ignited with a passion for triathlon and, well, anything ending in -thlon.
I found SMAC through Barney Collins who recommended
track practice on (then) Thursday nights. The club folk were
so kind and though I was the slowest runner, I greatly appreciated the challenge and the running tips I received from Barry Auskern. There was no discrimination for my slow speed,
just encouragement in how to find MY best.

I believe it’s been about ten years since I started in the
sport of triathlon and small gains have been made since day
one. I owe so much of that to the camaraderie of SMAC, the
deep friendships I’ve developed with Sara Simmons and Andrea Tehan Carnes and others, and the incredibly knowledgeable people I continue to meet and be astounded by, such as
Laure Van den Broeck.
My running levelled-up at a duathlon this year, where my
personal hero, seven-time Athena National Champion Leslie
Battle came to cheer me on. I know Leslie mainly from an
online Athena group and to have her take the time to come
to the duathlon and shout that she “believes in me,” whisper
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Grace Coller

that “my heart won’t explode,” and admonish “I know you
have 8’s in those legs,” really inspired me to dig deep. I didn’t
know there was a depth there and I’ve been levelling up
since. I again levelled up under the urging of Leslie when I
signed up for Aquathlon Nationals (run and swim) on October
1, where I am hoping to make Team USA and compete in
World’s in 2018 and represent the United States of America.
I hired a coach, Eric Kiroac, who has indeed found “8’s in
these legs” through smart training and constant encouraging
communication. My family is incredibly supportive and I’m so
excited to leave for the Aquathlon Nationals competition on
10/1 in Austin, Texas.
[Continued next page]
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Member Profile
[Coller member profile, continued from previous page]

Personal Records? September 11, 2017: I PR’d in the 5K distance at a time of 28:04 at the Title 9 Women’s Triathlon.
May 6, 2012: I biked at 18:08 mph in the Sudbury Sprint Triathlon. July 17, 2011: I swam an average of 125 seconds/100
yards at the Massachusetts State Sprint Triathlon.
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
On June 16, 2014 I completed a half-iron distance triathlon
(Patriot) and in 2016 and 2017 I participated in the Ragnar
Trail Relay run in Northfield, MA. This September I accepted
my first official sponsor, Mocha Maya’s in Shelburne Falls.

Local running/SMAC “claim to fame”: Um, I crack a lot of
pretty bad jokes, and I’m always smiling.
Favorite distance to race/run: I love sprint triathlons,
aquathlons, and the 10K distance.
Favorite place to run: Green River Road with my friend Sara
Favorite author/book/movie or TV show (s): Spirit, Stallion
of the Cimarron, Love Actually and Good Will Hunting. Anything by Jane Austen.
Interests (besides running, of course!): Teaching, cooking,
raising chickens, my beautiful children
Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music): Anything by The Decemberists. “Wanting Comes in Waves” is
perfect.
Greatest adventure: So many! England with my husband, five
-country cruise with my friend Keira, Ragnar Trail race, Tough
Mudder with Sara Simmons, raising our biological daughter
and adopting our son with my amazing husband, Casey
Coller. Life is outrageously gorgeous to me.
Secret ambition: Podium at World’s in 2018. Now it’s not a
secret. That’s so scary I may have to take a bathroom break
now.
Favorite recovery drink: Shakeology. Mmmm. Nothing
better. I sell it ;)
Recent memorable moment while running? I had a breakthrough workout recently at the track. I was hitting 8:40 pace
during 1200’s for several repetitions. It felt amazing. I was the
slowest in that group so I barely had a break. That made it
even more special to me. I loved it.
Secret tips or good advice? Enjoy it. Really. Be present. Not
everyone has the privilege to exercise, especially run. We are
an incredibly lucky group of people. Be kind, be supportive.
Training partners? Many. Sara Simmons is my main gal.

Cross training activities? Bike, swim, playing with my kiddos
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Favorite local running route? Green
River Road or the
Nathan Hale 2-mile
route in Shelburne
Falls
Favorite season to
run in? Hot or
cold? Time of day?
How come? Cold –
I love the cold. And
rolling hills. Gotta
love those.
What is one of
your biggest running aspirations?
I’m not telling.
That’s between
coach and me ;)
Favorite piece of
running gear: Betty
Designs anything.
I’m a huge sucker
for that greatfitting, gorgeous line. I’m actually hoping to be an ambassador for the brand this year.
What was the last running event you participated in? Title 9
Women’s Triathlon
Favorite non-running activity: Camping
Favorite TV Show: Parenthood – they really got it right!
Favorite food: Calico beans made by my mom
Personal goal for 2017: Make ITU Team USA
Last concert you went to / favorite band: The Decemberists
Last movie you saw in the theater: Wonder Woman
Best advice you ever got: Do the next kind thing.
Article of clothing you own way too many of: Race T-shirts
If you could pick one superpower to have, what would it be?
To bring warmth, comfort, and nourishment to all in need
What else should the club know about you? I am a work in
progress. Nobody is perfect and I have worked very hard to
be where I am today. I know that all other human beings are
on their own path and I work hard to accept them where they
are at as well.
*****
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: Jason Arble
Age: 24
Town: Holyoke

What was the last running event you participated in? The
Chase’n a Mason 5K in Turners Falls
Personal goals for 2017: Finish in top 5 in SMAC race series
Favorite non-running activity: Hiking

Job: Electrical Engineer for Holyoke Gas & Electric
Where are you from originally, and (if not from here) what
brought you to this area? Holyoke since I was born

Runner since: 2008
Personal Records? 1 Mile: 4:56 (May, 2010)
2 Mile: 10:50 (April, 2012)
5K: 18:48 (October, 2017)
10K: 40:01 (March, 2013)
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
In 2016 I thru-hiked The Long Trail in Vermont. This 272-mile
journey took me 3 weeks to complete.
Favorite distance to race/run: 10K
Favorite place to run: Ashley Reservoir in Holyoke
Favorite author: J.R.R. Tolkien
Interests (besides running, of course!): Hiking, cycling, beer
Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music): “Baba
O’Riley” by The Who, “Parabola” by Tool, “Do I Wanna Know”
by Arctic Monkeys
Secret ambition: Shh, it’s a secret.

Photo courtesy
Jason Arble

Favorite TV Show: Futurama

Favorite recovery drink: Nothing beats water.

Last concert / favorite band: Last Concert: Pete Townshend’s
Quadrophenia at Tanglewood; Favorite band: Tool

Recent memorable moment while running? Finally going sub
-19 in a 5K at Chase’n a Mason

Best advice you ever got: Run your own race.

Cross training activities? Cycling
Favorite local running route? Ashley Reservoir/East Mountain loop through Holyoke, West Springfield, and Westfield.
Approximately 8.6 miles.

Article of clothing you own way too many of: Unmatched socks
If you could pick one superpower to have? Time-travel

Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How
come? Late fall/early winter is best for me; I prefer running in
the cold (32–45°F) and it’s before any snow accumulation.
What is one of your biggest running aspirations? To qualify
for the Boston Marathon
Favorite piece of running gear: Shoes: Saucony Kinvaras

Favorite food: Blueberry muffins
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Jason Chase’n a Mason (photo by Ben Kimball)
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: Erica Belanger
Age: 27
Town: Westhampton
Job: Consumer PR and Digital Specialist at Runkeeper (an
ASICS Company)
Runner since: 1999
Personal Records? Half Marathon: 1:45:11
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
Competing as a heptathlete for the Syracuse track team for
all four years of college.
Local running/SMAC “claim to fame”:
SMAC Most Improved Runner (12 and under) in 2003
My track career started when I was in second grade through
the Sugarloaf Youth Track League. I competed in the Junior
Olympics for SMAC through elementary and middle school
and ran for Hampshire Regional High School (7th and 8th
grade) and Deerfield Academy before attending Syracuse and
becoming a heptathlete.
Favorite distance to race/run: This depends – I’m a middistance sprinter at heart so definitely have a preference for
short and fast races like 5Ks. I do enjoy relaxed long runs on
the weekend and enjoy training for half marathons or 10Ks.
Favorite place to run: River Road in Colrain. I love running
from there up to the covered bridge in Vermont while training for half marathons or other long distance races.
Favorite author/book/movie or TV show (s):
Author – Ernest Hemingway
Book – The Sun Also Rises
TV Show – Game of Thrones

Erica racing in 2016

Greatest adventure: This is a great question! I hope my
greatest adventure is yet to come. For now, I think I would
have to say moving to New York City after graduating college.
I am a small town New Englander through and through but I
certainly learned a lot in my three years there and I am very
glad I took the risk.

Interests (besides running, of course): Cooking! Specifically,
Italian food. I just got back from a trip to Rome, Florence, and
the Tuscan countryside and am working on perfecting my
homemade pasta (Hooray carbo loading!).

Secret ambition: When it comes to running, my not-so-secret
secret ambition is to run the Boston Marathon. We used to
go to watch the marathon every year when I was growing up.
I’ve watched my cousin run it in 2007, my sister run it in
2015, and my mom run it in 2016. The marathon distance is
definitely out of my comfort zone but I think I am almost
ready for the challenge and would love to run a race with so
much history and personal meaning.

Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music): I really don’t like running with music – I was never allowed to
when I was running competitively in high school and college
and so I never really got into it. I love running on trails or
along rivers or the ocean and listening to the sounds around
me. It helps me relax and get into a strong rhythm.

Favorite recovery drink: Beer… just kidding (sort of ha-ha).
After a long run or really tough workout I usually only like
water initially but try to do some chocolate milk or a protein
shake as soon as I can stomach it. If it’s just an average run I
am a big fan of a beer and usually go for either a session or a
stout depending on the temperature.
[Continued next page]
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[Erica Belanger member profile, continued from previous page]

Recent memorable moment while running? My family has
started a new tradition of running a 2 mile “race” on the
morning of July 4th. Pretty much everyone (parents, sister,
cousins, aunts, uncles, and any friends who are around for
the weekend) will run a mile up the road and back. We give
out prizes at the end and celebrate with a post-race brunch
at the finish line. It’s really fun to kick the day off with a fun
run and to get a little competitive.
Secret tips or good advice? Whenever I’m running a race or
tough workout and I start to hit that point when I am feeling
myself start to slow down or question “why am I even doing
this?”, I force myself to think about a really great running
memory and smile. Once I do that I think about all the hard
work that went into that memory and it distracts me from
the pain and inspires me to keep going.
Training partners? I love running alone and really getting in
the zone but sometimes it gets lonely. Luckily my family is full
of runners so I never have a hard time convincing my mom
(Andrea), sister (Alaina), or cousin (Allison Burnham) to join
me for a run.
Cross training activities? I did a triathlon this fall and really
enjoyed adding some swimming and biking to my routine. I
swam in high school but still need to work on my confidence
on the bike. I also love to do yoga and Pilates to mix in some
strength training and stretching.
Favorite local running route? Same as above! River Road is
my go-to. I went to high school at Deerfield Academy and
also enjoy running the trails on Pocumtuck Ridge and along
Mill Village Road when I get the chance. I’m looking forward
to the Clarkdale Cider Run in November.
Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How
come? I love running in the summer and fall and actually really like hot weather running. I grew up going to track meets
and training for cross country all summer – I think it conditioned me to associate running with hot sunny days. This was
a rude awaking once spring track started in high school and I
realized that most meets are cold and rainy.
What is one of your biggest running aspirations? Running a
marathon. I’ve been a runner for most of my left and feel like
I still need to cross that off the list to make it official.
Favorite piece of running gear: My Syracuse issued warmups.
What was the last running event you participated in? I ran a
triathlon in September and ran the Falmouth Road Race in
August. Next up I’m running the Cape Cod Marathon Relay
with my mom, sister, and cousin. This will be our second year
running this together.
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Favorite non-running activity: When I’m not working or
hanging out with friend I like to relax, unplug and be outside.
Running is a great way to do that but I also really enjoy hiking
or sitting down to read a good book.
Favorite food: It’s so hard to pick! I think I have to go with my
mom’s Eggplant Parm.
Personal goal for 2017: Set a new 5K PR – I haven’t really
trained for and committed to racing a 5K hard since high
school and I really want to see what I can do.
Last concert you went to / favorite band: I’m not a big music
person and haven’t been to that many concerts… I think the
last one may have been James Taylor at Tanglewood in 2016.
Last movie you saw in the theater: The new Beauty & The
Beast with Emma Watson.
Best advice you ever got: In middle school when we used to
try to skip intervals my coach used to say you’re only cheating
yourself. I’ve applied that lesson to pretty much everything in
life, whether it was studying for a test in school, editing content or double-checking documents for work, or simply deciding whether or not I feel like going for a run. It’s important to
be held accountable and understand that progress only happens when you put in the work.
Article of clothing
you own way too
many of: T-shirts!
I’m a sucker for a
good race shirt and
after about 18+
years of crosscountry/track
meets, camps, road
races, and team/
club events I have
built up quite the
collection.

If you could pick
one superpower to
have, what would
it be? I’d want to
teleport – I love
seeing new places
but am not a huge
fan of flying.

Erica running for the
Sugarloaf Rainbow Racers in 2000.

*****
If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming SMAC
member profile, please contact us at sugarloafsun@gmail.com.
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Very Shorts (So Short It’s SCARY!)
by Ben Kimball
There’s a lot of races out there. Far too many for us to cover
all of them in any given issue of The Sun. But while we can’t
have full recaps for every race SMAC members have participated in, we can offer quick snapshots of some of the ones
we know about, plus news stories and items of note. If you
would like to contribute to or see yourself in future Shorts
columns, please do pass information along to the editor.
Green River Marathon (9/2/17): Believe it or not, five racers
(including me) ran a BAA certified marathon along the Green
River Road on the chilly (~40°F) morning of Sept. 2. Note that
there are currently plans afoot to stage a different, much
higher profile version of this race in 2018. Blog Post. Results.
Mt. Greylock Road Race (9/3/17): Rich Larsen, Ron Boyden,
Harry Hayward, Daryl DeLisle, Mike Duffy. Others?? Results.
S.O.A.A.R. 5K (9/9/17): Sara Chunglo of Hadley finished this
benefit race in Belchertown in 31:49. Results.
Don Maynard 5-Miler (9/16/17): See JoEllen Reino’s “gestalt”
rendition of this Greenfield classic on the next page! Results.
Summit Run 5K (9/17/17): Jeffrey Levreault (23:29) was the
first male SMAC runner up the hill, and hillclimber extreme
Laure Van den Broeck (26:35) was the first woman. Results.
Kringle Candle Chase 5K (9/17/17): SMAC’s Michael Townsley (1st place, in 19:09), Jeremy Roussel, Barry Auskern, Robert Averill, and Lorraine Lapointe were among the 500(!)
runners to finish this big race in Bernardston. Results.
Foundry 5K (9/30/17): Couldn’t find any results for this small
race up in Colrain, but it, like... happened. I think.
Meghan’s Light 5K (9/30/17): No SMAC racers at this race in
Florence? That seems… odd. We totally should’ve had a club
membership table with the new brochures there!! Results.

Covered Bridge Classic 10K (10/1/17): Jeffrey Levreault was
the first male SMAC racer across the line in Conway, finishing
in second place overall in 39:24. The lead SMAC woman was
JoEllen Reino, also second in her gender in 46:19. The field
was chock-a-block full of club members. Results.
WMDP / Hampshire College 6K XC race (10/1/17): On the
women’s side: Apryl Sabadosa (2nd place in 22:12, Ashley
Krause (40th in 26:46), Karin George (52nd in 28:59), and Lisa
Chase (56th in 29:22). In the men’s race: Ross Krause (46th in
22:49) and Tom Derderian (88th in 42:48). Results.
Luso Federal Credit Union Lion’s Roar 5K (10/1/17): In the 6th
annual running of this Ludlow race with the rather long
name, local speedster John McCarthy literally ran away with
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the win in 18:20, finishing almost two minutes ahead of the
next guy. Get that man some competition! Results.
10th Annual BJ Williams 5K Road Race (10/1/17): Yet another
local race on Oct. 1? Why not! Robert Averill finished this
small race (28 runners) in Longmeadow in 34:32. Results.
Chase’n a Mason 5K (10/7/17): SMAC racers dominated at
this fast 5K along the Turners Falls canal path. Bob Bezio took
the top spot for the men in 17:57, closely followed by Jeffrey
Levreault in 18:18. Bridget Macdonald was the top female in
21:07, with Sarah Nelson hot on her heels in 21:41. Results.
Monroe Dunbar Brook Trail Race (10/8/17): Rob Higley was
the top SMAC racer at this year’s 10.5-miler, with a time of
1:41:20. The conditions were pretty great despite the tropical
humidity and temperatures. Very few leaves down and all the
big blowdowns were massacred with a chainsaw. Results.
Fall Foliage 5K (10/14/17): It Follows that Friday the 13th
gave way to Sat. the 14th; Jonathan Shefftz was the first
SMAC finisher of this Amherst race, 11th place in 23:42. Amy
Sternheim was the first SMAC woman, 56th in 30:02. Results.
5K for Farmland (10/15/17): Top SMAC-ers were Apryl Sabadosa (1st overall in 17:14) and Howie Hanna (19:11). Results.
Run Stanley 5K (10/15/17): 14-year-old Colin Reed took 2nd
place overall and the top SMAC spot of this Westfield trail
race in a time of 20:24. Kelly Anne McKeown was the first
SMAC woman to cross the line, in a time of 23:18. Patrick
Pezzati and pooch were spotted in the K9 division. Results.
Monster Dash 5K (10/21/17): SMAC racers at this Northfield
race were Susannah Small, Chuck Adams, James Farrick, Ann
Van Dyke, Richie Small, Cathy Coutu, & Alan Estes. Results.
Monster Mash Marathon (10/21/17): SMAC member Terri
Geffert ran this race in Dover, Delaware, finishing in 5:44:24.
Elayne Berger was there to keep Terri company (and give her
ice) as she slogged through the cornfields. Results.
Mt. Toby Trail Race (10/22/17): See cover for a full recap.
Happy Valley Half Marathon (10/22/17): It was a fantastic day
for a fast half. Top SMAC finishers included Ross Krause in
1:20:05, and Abbie Zaret in 1:42:48. Results.
Special shout-out to Apryl Sabadosa. She races for WMDP,
but she’s also a SMAC member and she is on an absolute tear
right now. Amazing wins and/or times at the Lone Gull 10K,
Ramblewild Half Marathon, Bay State Marathon, etc. See her
profile on p. 14 of the penultimate issue of Level Renner.
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Original Artwork by JoEllen Reino

Runner’s Illustrated

[Continued next page]
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Runner’s Illustrated
[Ginger,
cont.
from
prev.
page]

[Continued next page]
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Runner’s Illustrated
[Ginger, continued from previous page]
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Race Report

“It was a dark and stormy night…”
by David Martula
• Patrick Pezzati did a lot.

Nah, I guess that’s Snoopy’s line…
I had a great time at the Summit Run 5K race this year,
not only because of the classy runners who climbed that ole
mountain top, but because of the many truly wonderful
SMAC volunteers who showed up to make sure I did not
screw up this race and insult poor old Ted Buckhout. Ted is
the ex-Marine who started this whole thing 34 years ago; he
has reached 90 years of living. (Did you ever run Seven Sisters
in your Marine Corps combat boots? Ted did. I witnessed it.)
In the weeks leading up to the race, I began receiving
numerous responses from club members who offered their
Sunday morning lives to help me out on 9/17. I was really
touched by all the enthusiastic responses I received.
A list of the volunteers follows; they were all invaluable:
• Carla “Ultra Lady” Halpern tended to the registration table

with assistance from Ann Van Dyke and a friend.
• Kevin Decoteau superbly parked all the Mercedes Benzes.
• Jackie Choate cooked up feast at the top.
• Meg Tudryn and her two children handed out water at the

halfway point. They did not drop a drop.
• Francia Wisnewski ran and helped out at the Summit in her

• Erica Belanger (see her member profile this issue!) was

almost always at my side, helping where she could.
• Peter Kennedy tried to help but I did not let him.
• Rebecca Gonzalez-Kreisberg worked at the top.
• Amy Sternheim was the sweep person. Or was she? Well, I

think she was.
• Ron Hebert was there with his pocket watch to make sure

we started on the right day.
• President Tom coached me on leadership and made sure I

did not fall off the mountain. Of course, Tom is himself well
coached by his lovely partner Laure van den Broeck; she
should get all the credit.
• Last but not least, I owe much to John Reino who helped

me get and bring back to storage all that crap that we bring
to club races.
If I missed anyone, I will include you in my will. Seriously,
let me know. And, right now, I apologize for the oversight.

OH, by the way, there were 69 finishers at the top, including some of the above. Full results here.

usually exuberant way.
• Brian and Kathie Williams got a taste of the retail clothing

business by handing out t-shirts to runners and volunteers.

John Reino

Nate Olson

David is a SMAC member from Hadley and serves as the club’s
Treasurer. He is the Summit Run race director.

James Farrick

2017 Summit Run
Photos by Vicki Barlow
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Race Report

Pisgah Mountain Trail Races
by Andrea Tehan Carnes
As I sat basking in the early June sun, I thought long and
hard about what I wanted my race calendar to look like for
the rest of the year. A few years back, while teaching a summer field biology program, I discovered Pisgah State Park in
southwestern New Hampshire. The ridgeline there still shows
effects of the 1938 hurricane; the eye of the storm traveled
directly overhead, knocking trees on each side of the ridge
down in opposite directions. Fascinating! As I’ve gotten more
into trail running, it’s been in the back of mind as somewhere
with trails that I definitely wanted to explore.
So, after looking up trail half marathons, I came across
the Pisgah Mountain Trail Races that are held each September. I figured three months was long enough to train to run
14-ish miles (23 kilometers) of trails! There is also a 50K option, but that is in no way appealing to my feet.
Fast forward to race day (9/17)… it was a mystical fall
morning. The fog was so thick that it hugged the trees tight.
It was hard to see very far in front of me while running, and
my clothes were soaked through very early on in the race.
The first 2K or so are on paved/dirt roads that lead from
the town to the Horseshoe Road trailhead, and then you descend down a rocky jeep trail into the forest. This was a seriously tough race, and the terrain is no joke. There are a series
of four major climbs to be endured throughout the course,

with many other smaller climbs. The up and down of it all is
relentless. The 23K course follows the Reservoir Road trail,
heads up to Pisgah Mountain Ridge Trail, and then has you
turn right onto Davis Hill and Hubbard Hill trails before finishing up the last 2K or so on the paved Winchester Road.
The humidity relented as the day progressed, and the
spooky forest lifted into a bright sunny magical place where I
swear fairies live. Many rocks and fallen trees there are covered in bright green moss, and the fallen pine and hemlock
needles make such soft ground a fragrant smell as you move
through the trails.
This race was definitely tough. One fellow runner on the
trail said the race’s technical trails and inclines humbled him
after being a veteran of the Pine Hill races that happen each
spring. This course can certainly be completed by everyone,
but you have to be willing to really work for it. I highly recommend these races, and the trails in this park. There was plenty
of support on course (with snacks!) in terms of water and trail
markings, but you really don’t see any spectators as you are
pretty deep in the woods for most of it. That’s ideal to me as
a runner, so I can suffer up and down the hills in peace! The
finish line support is also really positive, and they even had
food for finishers to devour when done. Consider adding this
to your race calendar next year; if you do, I’ll see you there!

Nightmare on Kimball Street
A

by Ben Kimball
My family has lived in Northeast Harbor, Maine for long
enough that there is in fact a street called Kimball Road. My
father even built a house along it. Back in 1999 I visited him (I
was working in NH at the time) and spent the night there. I
had a few marathons under my belt by that point, and was
dreaming of doing another. Little did I know, though, that
even the brightest, most innocent dream can slide without
warning into the darkest of dreadful nightmares.
That night, I found myself at mile 22 of some unspecified
marathon in a suburban neighborhood section of a generic
city in the American west (maybe Sacramento? Or Albuquerque?). I seemed to be hitting the wall at about Mach 5, my
legs drained of all energy and mired in cement-y quicksand
that barely let them run. Both hamstrings were cramping, my
vision was tunneling, and the desert of my mouth cried out
for hydration. A spectator shouted out these helpful tips:
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-Tense your shoulders and let them slump! Bend forward!
-Short, shallow breaths. Short, shallow breaths. Wheeze!
-Run the outside edge of every turn; widen the tangents!!
-Visualize: greasy bacon cheeseburger, with fries!
-There’s beer at the next aid station; have two!
-The humidity is climbing; you’re OK with that, right?
-Hey, your shoes are untied… made you look!!!
-No more water, but there’s some at the finish. Maybe.
-Lookin’ a bit sloppy, runner; did you not train enough??
-You’re almost there; just four more miles to go!!!
-Was that your timing chip that fell off back there?!?
I woke up screaming, drenched in sweat. But it was just a
dream. Surely reality would be kinder and gentler… right?
Ben is an easily spooked SMAC member from Greenfield.
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Race Series

SMAC Series Update and Open Invitation to Awards Dinner
by John Reino
The 8th year of the SMAC Race Series is now winding
down. This year Race #13, the 14-mile Mt. Toby Trail Run (a
SMAC club race), was the Series’ long-distance season finale.
It was the first time the Series went off-road for such a distance (Race #11 in 2014, the Amherst ABC 5K, was the only
other cross-country race). Toby isn’t actually even the finale
though, as the 2017 Series isn’t done quite yet; remaining on
the schedule are both Race #14: Hatfield’s Dan Barry and
Race #15: Deerfield’s Clarkdale Cider Run.

The Series Standings before Mt. Toby were:
Male
1. Brian Pickell
2. Ron Boyden
3. Jeffrey Levreault

Points
1137.7
1123.4
1118.4

Female
1. JoEllen Reino
2. Erin Cassidy
3. Gina Vanasse

Points
1208.22
1114.64
1000.12

The Series Closing Ceremony is scheduled for Thursday,
November 16 from 6–9 p.m. at the Marriott Courtyard on
Route 9 in Hadley (see announcement below). The ceremony
includes a meal, a guest speaker, and awards (for Final Standings Top 1–3 M/F, Series Finishers, and Perfect Attendance).
Naturally, this event is scheduled for ALL Series participants
(the Series entry fee is collected to defer some of these party
costs) and attendance is mandatory. But beyond that it is also
open to all current SMAC members (for a small charge). This
celebration is an opportunity for club members to mingle
over the past running year, to celebrate running and runners,
and to congratulate award winners. Also, for anyone interested in learning more about the Series for 2018, you are welcome to attend and observe the festivities; we encourage you
to meet the current Series’ participants to learn more about
the 8-month-long Series season for next year.

John Reino is a SMAC Board member from Deerfield and is
the director / M.C. of the 2017 SMAC Race Series.

2017 SMAC RACE SERIES AWARDS DINNER!
When: Thursday, November 16, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Where: Courtyard Marriott, 423 Russell St. (Route 9) in Hadley
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/bdlhd-courtyard-hadley-amherst/
Why:
➢ To celebrate the SMAC Race Series and running in general
➢ To honor ALL Series participants, and present awards to the Series Finishers
➢ To enjoy great food and a presentation by an amazing guest speaker!!!
Cost: Series members and their families/guests are invited to enjoy the dinner courtesy of SMAC.
All SMAC members who are not members of the Series are invited to join us.
(for a contribution of $15 to help defray costs)
For more info: www.sugarloafmac.org
ALL SMAC MEMBERS ARE WELCOME – COME ENJOY THE COMPANY OF YOUR FELLOW RUNNERS!!!
IF YOU PLAN TO ATTEND,
PLEASE RSVP to
John Reino (jreino11@comcast.net)
by Monday, November 13
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Far-Flung Fun Run

Jungfrau Marathon – A Dream Becomes A Reality
by Karin George
Add 90 minutes to your average marathon time? Climb
more than 7,000 feet, mostly in the last 16 miles (think Mt.
Washington or Upper Walking Boss at Loon Mountain)? Stare
at the infamous and sometimes deadly “White Spider” on the
north face of the Eiger in the Swiss Alps?

already dreaming of marathons! While my running-inSwitzerland dream might have been stoked years ago, the
reality came into sharp focus in August of 2016 when I
crewed for Amy at the world-famous UTMB race.

Is this a recipe for a disaster, or a frighteningly awful experience? No Way! In fact, this was the running adventure of
a lifetime. On September 9, local ultrarunner Amy Rusiecki
and I ran the 25th annual Jungfrau Marathon in the Bernese
Oberland region of Switzerland.

The Swiss alps portions of UTMB (UltraTrail Mont-Blanc) where aid
stations are close to sweet chalet-like inns serving café mit shlag!

Soon after we returned from that adventure (and after
hanging out in aid stations in the Alps – lederhosen anyone?),
I mentioned my Jungfrau dream to Amy. She said she’d be
game to join me and a plan was hatched!
When you register for this marathon it’s strongly suggested that you add at least 90 minutes to your typical race time.
I gulped hard and plugged in five hours as my predicted finish
time, and felt liberated at the same time. This wasn’t about
finish time anyway. This was about the adventure and running to the “Top of Europe” and plugging back into my mother’s side of the family. I am named for her late sister Karin,
after all.
[Continued next page]

Karin eyes her marathon
future in Stäfa, Zurich
Switzerland, 1964.

I was born in Zurich, Switzerland, and lived there until I
was five years-old. I’ve dreamt about going back since I was a
kid. There I was, straining to get out of my baby carriage, and
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Jungfrau beckons!
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Far-Flung
Race
Fun
Report
Run
[At the Mountains of Madness, continued from previous page]

The ibex rules here.

The expo village in Interlaken, Switzerland.

In the two days leading up to the race, we were in the
thrall of the Alps all around, as well as the glacial waterfalls
and lakes at every turn. The skies full of hang-gliders and the
town all prepped for two days of running festival-like activity
– the dream was about to be realized.

All the race advertisements boasted of the glorious views!

Pre-marathon shake-out run in the
hills; really no flat options here!
Finish area forecast for marathon day – Saturday, September 9.

However. Lest you think, dear reader, that all was perfect… well, not so fast! I mean, it was amazing and all, but the
race day forecast was decidedly less than perfect and the
perfectly blue skies and brilliant views (as promised by all the
race marketing) was not to be.
In fact, and in keeping with the spooky- ooky nature of
this Halloween issue, the fog descended and enveloped us on
race day as we climbed up towards the North Face and into
the Alps. You could hear the sound of avalanches crashing up
in the distance and in some spots; I just put my head down
and kept grinding as I worried about falling off the mountain.
In the last kilometers, you are run-hiking up a narrow ridge
and a misstep might send you hurtling down to the start and
not in the way you’d like to arrive! It felt as if we were running right up and over the clouds – amazing.
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Look dudes, I’m serious here. Keep running while the ground falls away.

I was soaked to the bone, my hands pretty frozen in my
soggy gloves, and yet I couldn’t stop grinning most of the
way. I knew Amy would finish well ahead of me, and when I
heard her cheering: “Go, Karin!” just by the finish, I started to
cry. I haven’t had a good runner’s high-fueled sob fest like
that for a very long time!
Crying because I was relieved, crying because I did it and
it was by far the toughest race I’ve ever run, and crying with
[Continued next page]
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Far-Flung Fun Run
[Switzerland marathon, continued from previous page]

finish area at Kleine Scheidigg and recreated some finishing
scenes. As we climbed back out on the ridge, a few ibexes
emerged as if to say: “Okay, you had your turn already, runners. This is our mountain.”
Notes: This wasn’t a goal race for Amy, but she was the
first American woman finisher! (and I was the first 5’2”
blonde from Massachusetts… ha!)
You run through all the Swiss ski towns that are railway
stops up the mountain to Jungfrau Joch – “Top of Europe.”
Everybody lines the streets and cheers with gusto, rings the
giant Swiss bells, and because our names are on our bibs, I
heard my name pronounced correctly for 42 kilometers. Go
Kah-in, go! That was cool – and a bit freaky, as if my mother
was there the whole way.

L: The 40.6 mark and the Jungfrau markers are permanent and next
to the UNESCO signs. R: The last bit to the finish like is downhill –
finally I can open it up again!

[Continued next page]

joy because running just does that for me. This was my 61st
marathon and it’s now indelibly imprinted on my brain and in
my heart.
And because we just couldn’t leave without really seeing
where we had been running, we took the train back up to the

How can you not love a race that has you walk
through the free beer tent after the finish and
then gives out GIANT chocolate bars?!?
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Far-Flung Fun Run

Afterwards, back at the finish area. Another Jungfrau finisher was
up there doing the same thing and loaned us his flag. This was his
first and only marathon (or so he claimed!).

Oh, sweet finish line...
[Jungfrau marathon, continued from previous page]

Random memories:

• Pink Floyd’s “The Wall” playing in many of the towns;
Um, irony? Not exactly the best pump-up tune!

• Bouillon served during an Alpen race is awesome!
• Swiss chocolate is really, really good in case there was
any doubt. I am an excellent taste tester.

• You can make it to your international flight with just 10
minutes to spare even after running a marathon.

• No amount of hill training really prepares you, but that’s
okay, I would have missed the sights and sounds if I had
run any faster.

• Europeans love their trails and hikes and outdoor activity
(even though many do this while smoking!)

I want to go back and try more races like this one.
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The Running Life

Pioneer Valley Cemetery Tour
Text and photos by Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger
Running in Western Massachusetts, whether on road or
trail, often means stumbling upon beautiful old graveyards.
Some are carefully tended, and others nearly forgotten.
Some stones tell stories, offer admonitions, or celebrate the
ephemeral beauty of life. Other stones stand mute, the inscriptions spalled off and the lives they memorialized forgotten. A few from the very earliest and most perilous times
of the pioneers were never carved or inscribed at all, but are
simply field stones set on end to mark the life of someone
long forgotten. Ever since I was a child I’ve found graveyards
“spooky” but not frightening. They have always been powerful, melancholy places, often of great beauty. There are three
graveyards that running has brought me to that are easily
accessible and worth a visit.
I’ll tell you where each one is,
suggest some nearby runs,
and then share some photos.
I’ll let the stones speak for
themselves.
Old Deerfield Burying Ground (also called the Old Albany
cemetery) in Old Deerfield is near the Deerfield Academy athletic fields on Albany Road. This burying ground includes a
mass grave for the 48 victims of the 1704 raid on Deerfield by
French and Indian raiders, as well as beautiful and simply
carved headstones from the late 1600’s onward. Nearby runs
include the Deerfield Academy track (where Barry Auskern
leads the SMAC summer track workouts), or out across the
athletic fields onto Mill Village Road for an out-and-back run
through the fields along the Connecticut River. Or for some of
the best trails in the area, run up Pine Nook Road past the
Eaglebrook School to the Pocomtuck Ridge.

natural field stones set on end. From the graveyard there’s a
great run out along the crest and upper slopes of Colrain
Ridge, mostly easy double-track dirt road, bounded by old
stone walls and the occasional cellar hole.

East Colrain Cemetery gravestone

The last graveyard on my list is the New Salem cemetery
on South Main Street. This is near the start of Carla Halpern’s
annual Rabbit Run race, which starts on the village green,
drops down to the Quabbin Reservoir, and then climbs back
out up some of the most challenging hills in the area. New
Salem is a great place to start exploring the trails of the
northwest Quabbin reservation.
Tom lives in Greenfield and is the current SMAC president.

East Colrain Cemetery is at the corner of Greenfield Road
and West Leyden Road. This is a very old pioneer graveyard,
some of it overgrown, but the veterans’ markers have been
maintained and are well marked. The oldest stones are just

Old Deerfield Burying Ground headstones
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The Running Life

The Fear
by Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger
I got seriously spooked running once, when I still lived in
England. I did most of my runs in a big park in the middle of
my city. Regardless of your gender, it was a place you weren’t
supposed to hang out alone late at night, especially not in the
overgrown Victorian cemetery that was tucked away in one
corner of the park.
The incident actually happened in the daytime. Some of
my preferred trails wound through patches of trees, and as I
was coming through one of those tunnel-like stands, a man
walking with a bike was coming from the opposite direction. I
didn’t pay much attention to him until I could hear he got on
his bike and came after me, in what seemed like a sudden
and rushed manner. I instinctively picked up speed, and the
patch of trees soon opened up into a field with dog walkers. I
slowed again, and the guy just cycled past me. He didn’t look
back. Had he intended to catch up with me, and failed? I
wasn’t sure, but the way in which he had suddenly turned
around and started following me had felt really alarming.
Not long after that, a female runner was attacked in the
same park and I related my experience to the police. People
spoke up with all kinds of opinions on what had happened,
some of them warning women not to run alone in parks and
woods. There it was: my first encounter with The Fear.

running because of those things, in spite of the risks. I did not
want to give up that kind of freedom because I’m female. I
wouldn’t want any woman to give it up, which sometimes
happens not so much because she’s afraid of being attacked,
but because people would say she wasn’t careful enough.
Every human should have the same right to be out there and
taking risks. Aggressive dogs and jerk drivers can ruin any
runner’s workout, but in those cases nobody would blame
the runner for not being careful enough.

The threat is real of course, and we can’t deny female
runners do get harassed more. However, it’s not caused by
women choosing to run alone, it’s because the attackers
project their belief that women running alone are an easy
prey. Well, we can choose not to be an easy prey. We have
every right to be out there.
Every time there is an incident, The Fear pokes up its
head, but we can do things to fight it, like attending a selfdefense class (as has been offered through SMAC). Besides
that, there’s the common sense that every runner should
have when running alone along certain routes. You could get
injured and stranded in bad weather, so take a phone or let
someone know where you are. Find a balance that suits you,
but don’t let The Fear be a part of your run.

In spite of what was deemed “sensible,” I did go running
again, on my own, in the park and in the woods. It’s what I
love doing. It’s freedom and solitude and a lot of runners love

Laure is a SMAC Board member from Greenfield.

Dog Attack on Jelly Mill
by Ben Kimball
Unlike Laure in the article above, I’m a tall male runner,
and not likely to be harrassed in the same way that women
unfortuantely are. But as I discovered, I’m no less prone to
that one attack all runners dread: unleashed dogs.

back at that moment and the dog quickly left. It wasn’t bad,
but breaking the skin is plenty enough. I was not able to get
the owner to come out and talk to me, but eventually the
Guilford dog control officer did. They got a warning.

This past summer I was doing a long run up along Green
River Road. I had crossed into Vermont and done a little loop
near the covered bridge. I was on Jelly Mill Road, almost back
to the the main road, when suddenly I noticed a dog tearing
towards me from the porch of a house. Then I saw that it was
actually two dogs, but one was much faster. It reached me
after ducking beneath a fence and jumping out into the road.
It went for my crotch, which I blocked as I yelled at the top of
my lungs “STOP!!!!” Its teeth drew blood on my hand, and a
paw gave me a big bruise on my thigh. The owner called it

I like dogs and don’t
have anything against
them. But if they’re off
-leash and you can’t
stop them from
jumping on and/or
terrorizing people...
then I’ve really got
something against you.
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Fiction

Wrong Way
A Short Story by Stephanie Funk
I couldn’t get settled into the rhythm easily.

She leveled a black nail tipped forefinger at me.

Clouds scudded overhead, momentarily dimming the late
October sun that glowed across the overgrown field, gone to
red and gold. My feet slapped the pavement, sending puffs of
dust up where the road’s edge turned to dirt.

“You, you will dance with the devil. You are a pathetic human
being.”

I love fall running. You can keep summer and its humidity and
dead air, or spring with its mud and hidden ice.

The hell? Anger flared in me. How dare this raggedy woman
chastise me. ME, who was spending 60-plus hours a week in a
high-powered position that helped people while she sat on
the sidewalk and begged. How dare she?

But today, no matter how much I tried to zone, it wasn’t happening.

“How about you get off your lazy ass, take a shower, and get
a job instead of begging for nickels on the sidewalk?”

And I knew why.

She drew her lips back, baring blackened pointed teeth. I recoiled as her breath hit me like a wet, musty towel.

It was the same reason that sent me lacing my sneakers up
for an unplanned afternoon run. Just another stupid, pointless encounter with another person that left me feeling unsettled and edgy, something I really didn’t need after three
grueling days spent working on the Fineman merger.
Unbidden, my mind worried at the moment again.
I was beat, ready to grab a cup of coffee and get out of the
city. The kiosk in the bottom of my building made a decent
brew, so I stopped and grabbed one. Balancing my cup and
briefcase and fumbling with my overcoat, I made my way towards the exit onto Blake Street.
She was sitting by the wall near the fire hydrant, knotted hair
visible below the knit cap she wore. She could have been 40
or 400; her face was weathered past any known age. Dirty
woolen leggings covered the scrawny legs that stuck out into
the sidewalk I was trying to navigate along with about thirty
other people. My foot clipped her ankle; coffee sloshed over
the rim, splashing down onto her bare hand and soaking her
leg.
She yelped, a mewling sound. Suddenly unreasonably annoyed, I caught my balance and snapped at her, “Well get out
of the way then! Some people have work to do here!”
It was snotty. It was mean. And it honestly wasn’t me. I mean,
I didn’t think it was me; I prided myself on being a decent guy.
Family man, driven employee, a great... well ok, a decent
son… most of the time. Athletic and not too bad looking if I
did say so.
As soon as the words were out of my mouth, I wanted to take
them back.
She looked at me, one eye clouded and blue with some unknown injury, the other bright and brittle with a devious intelligence and rage. My apology died in my throat.
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“You! You are wedi marw. You will rue these foolish words,
you arrogant man!”
My retort forgotten, I backed away from her into the river of
people, aware of a sudden itching between my shoulder
blades. I felt her staring after me all the way to the corner.
~
I checked my pace as the shadows from the trees covered
me. Two days until Halloween and the daylight was already
ending around 5:00 now. I wore a light-up Nathan vest over
my tech shirt in anticipation of ending the run in full darkness. Overhead, a murder of crows took flight, cackling in a
language all their own.
“He’s a running dead man, a dead man, a dead man…”
I took a deep breath and picked up my pace.
The valley I lived in was beautiful this time of year. Once all
farms, developments had slowly picked away at the open
land until the streets were a patchwork of cookie cutter
houses, repeating themselves every fifth house.
But if you took a left out of my driveway and headed down
the narrow lane into the ravine that emptied out into the
formerly fertile valley, you left the new development and
stepped back in time to the old farms and homesteads. Only
an hour from Boston by train, it still held the rural charm I
missed from growing up in western Massachusetts.
The run I was embarking on now was one that never failed to
soothe me, to release the stress from my days as an accounts
manager for Goldstein, Daly, and Hammond. I felt the tension
begin to drain as I crossed the narrow bridge over the railroad tracks. Some 400 feet ahead, a larger bridge spanned
[Continued next page]
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Fiction
The sign for the wildlife management area caught my eye.
There was an old logging road that followed a dead train bed
back across the river I had just crossed. I normally didn’t do
much trail running, but I had run this route a few times before. There were a couple of gnarly sections where I would
have to watch my footing, including crossing the old train
bridge, but it could be done.
And it meant I only had 3 miles to go to get home. And home
was where I suddenly really, really wanted to be.
[Wrong Way, continued from previous page]

the Wonoscut River. Wide, slow and glassy surfaced, the
trees reflected back at the sky in broken fragments of light
and shadow.
I slowed then stopped as I reached midpoint, soaking in the
view. I uncapped my water and took a slug, suddenly melancholy. Leaves slowly turned as the inky water carried them
beneath the bridge. Leaning out over the railing, I tipped my
head down to follow one yellow maple leaf as it swirled
down beneath me to the surface of the river. My reflection
was bright as a mirror image. I saw my brown hair, neon yellow vest, navy tech shirt… and a second face that loomed
above mine, its skin mottled red and angry, with black hair
and a gaping maw of teeth and drool. Hands hovered above
my shoulders, dropping down with pointed tips intent on
grasping my neck. An impossibly long leg appeared, knee
bent as the being placed a foot on the railing next to my
hand, a foot that ended in a cloven hoof.
I gasped as my heart exploded upwards in my chest, the
adrenaline dump temporarily narrowing my vision to pinpoints. Wheeling, I threw my hands up to defend myself,
braced for the slash of razor sharp nails.
I was alone.
Behind me a mallard duck flapped up off the river, his cry
echoing like a raucous laugh.

I bent over, leaning on my knees and breathing like I had just
done sprints. Slowly, my heart rate came back down.
“Jesus, Mike! Time to take a vacation!” My voice sounded
hollow in my ears.
I sprinted off the bridge, my breathing ragged. This was the
far end of a loop that climbed like an elongated egg from my
home; the return leg was longer by a mile as it bowed out
into more woods and defunct farmland. I had a solid 4 miles
the way I had just come. Slowing my pace, I worked at getting
both my head and my heart back under control. Tension rippled up my spine. I considered turning around and going
back. But the thought of the bridge, normally so lovely and
peaceful, filled me with dread.
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The trees were bare fingers against a dimming sky as I sprinted down the single track that led to the river, recklessly
jumping logs that threatened to block my way. Ahead there
was a lightening through the trunks that marked the spot
where the old railroad bridge crossed the water. I slowed,
fighting a crawling sensation between my shoulder blades.
“C’mon, Mike. Steady now. You’re spooked. Don’t be a fool
and end up in the river.”
There was a note of insincerity in my voice I tried to ignore.
Annoyed with myself. I stopped at the edge of the bridge and
forced myself to stand.
The water slowly swirled past some twenty feet below me,
black rippled with dark green. Skeins of yellow leaves drifted
by serenely. The bridge itself was narrow and railing-free, a
vegetation-covered span that stretched some forty feet to
the other side. Abandoned a half century before, the old
track was now a popular crossing for hikers and trail runners,
despite the numerous warnings posted by the Wildlife Management Agency about using it. A path was beaten down
through the dead and dying goldenrod and grasses.
My heart thudded in my ears.
Taking a deep breath, I forced myself to relax. Slowly, the
sounds around me returned. A gentle water sound. A single
bird, somewhere to my left, singing a two-note song. The
gentle shush of the light breeze that filtered through the
woods. And almost inaudible, the far-off whoosh of traffic on
the highway.
I felt my tension drop like a lead stone. Shaking my head, I
debated returning to the road and continuing the run I had
planned on. But my concentration, that zone, was gone.
I pushed forward onto the bridge and began the careful
crossing, mindful of the holes both old and new that cropped
up between the old railroad ties.
The sky brightened above me as I emerged from under the
canopy of trees that lined the bank. A sliver of a moon was
visible to the east. The air was crisp and clean. I inhaled deeply, filling my chest.

[Continued next page]
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You’re a dead man, a dead man, dead, dead, dead…
The voice was a hissing, sibilant whisper, barely audible.
Gasping, I froze.
Dead, dead, dead… just end it now, you’re already wedi
marw. You arrogant excuse for a human being…”
The hiss came from right under my feet, a snake song voice;
it repeated from behind me, then in front of me. The sound
filled the air, turning it into static. I turned, frantically seeking
the source. Sky, trees, water whirled around me.
Dead, dead, dead, curse the day you were born, now you are
dead where you belong…
The river, it had to be the damn river making this sound, it
had to…
I’m here for you now, here for you, coming for you, for you,
for youuuuuuu….
I teetered suddenly, disoriented, feeling the pull of the water
behind me, my arms flailing.
“No! NO!”
Tearing myself from the edge of the bridge, I sprinted headlong for the opposite shore. Weeds slapped my thighs, a spiderweb plastered across my face. The opposite bank was
thirty feet, twenty feet, ten… my foot slipped into an unseen
hole, pitching me face-first onto the old rail bed. I tasted
blood. Gasping, I crawled upright and hobbled for the shore.

The field wasn’t huge, maybe sixty feet wide at this end. I had
made it about a third of the way when I heard a noise in the
corn, a stealthy rustle. Stopping, I listened for it. Silence. I
walked on. The rustle started again, next to and slightly behind me, just out of sight in the corn. My heartbeat picked
up.
“Alright. I’ve had enough of this. Who’s there?” My voice
sounded high, pinched, “I’m not kidding! Come out now!”
Silence. It was probably a chipmunk or something. I started
walking again. The noise started back up. Stopping, I wheeled
to face the corn, no longer able to run, ready to fight to the
death if need be.

The rustling continued, grew louder. Leaves on the corn
moved even though there was no breeze. Tensed, I crouched,
crazy thoughts bouncing in my head, thoughts of everyone I
had loved, everything I had done, and oddly, the battered old
woman with the cloudy eye.
The leaves parted, revealing a glowing eye, an eye framed
with silky black and gray striped fur. A pink nose pushed out
further as the second eye appeared, then delta-shaped ears.
A crazy laugh bubbled up, bubbled up and spilled over. “A
cat. It’s a damn cat. Jesus, Mike! You’ve completely lost your
marbles. It’s a cat. A CAT!” I threw my head back screaming
the last words, laughing hysterically.
The cat regarded me with baleful curiosity.
“Jesus.” Taking a shaky breath, I turned and hobbled towards
the road.

~
My right ankle throbbed with every step. I grimly hobbled on,
down the edge of the cornfield that lined the edge of the
wildlife management area. The thin ribbon of pavement beyond it was a welcome sight.
The terrified race through the woods was a bewildering jumble in my brain, slowed only by my body. Exhausted and injured, I finally collapsed crying, actually crying scalding tears
of fear. Me, crying. Something that hadn’t happened since I
was ten.
Slowly my sobs ceased and the world around me came back
into focus. Trees with the last faint rays of sun painting the
tops. A narrow singletrack trail. A single beer can, mute evidence that others came here. The faint sounds of traffic.
All normal. No weird voices, no visions, no otherworldly experiences.
Sitting up, I finally took stock of my body, realizing I had really
done it to my ankle this time—a sprain, maybe a tear. Cursing
heartily, I clambered to my feet and hobbled on.
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Behind Mike, the cat slithered out of the leaves and began to
trot purposefully behind him, puffs of dust boiling up around
the tiny cloven-hoofed feet that tipped his furry legs.
~
EPILOGUE
Local Man Found Dead on Baker Road
Miller Police announced they found the body of Michael
Gains, age 32, alongside a remote road on the edge of town
this morning. Gains, an avid runner, had gone out for an afternoon run and didn’t return. Two hunters located his body at
5:30 a.m. While foul play is not suspected, authorities believe
Gaines died after some sort of encounter with a wild animal.
The public is being warned to not venture out after dark and to
not go out alone until further notice.
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Whistler — An Appalachian Trail Adventure
by Ben Bensen
John Stifler of Florence claims to be a slow hiker. Don’t
believe this. Going by his trail name of “Whistler,” the man
has 1,800 miles of hiking under his boots this year, and all
with thirty plus pounds of gear on his back. He shows no
signs of slowing down, much less stopping.
Hiking is not distance running; backpacking is not just
hiking. The planning and considerations are different for
each, and commitment takes many forms. Mark Twain said
that history doesn’t repeat itself, but it often rhymes. So too
with these three cousins of biped transportation (running,
hiking, and backpacking). There are lots of echoes. I’ve done
all three, and not enough of any one. I hope that those of you
who only run can at least imagine the pleasures involved in
the others, and that you who do won’t find my ramblings too
far off track.
In early August I spent four days with John in Vermont as
he stomped northward on his quest to through-hike all 2,189
miles of the Appalachian Trail (AT) in one calendar year. He
started heading north from Springer Mountain in Georgia in
early April. His destination: Baxter Peak on Mt. Katahdin in
Maine. He took three weeks off to do mission work in Haiti,
but otherwise trekked on the entire time.
We hiked thirty-two gorgeous Green Mountain miles
over three days, and then slogged a final ten miles through
torrential rains on the last day. I left the trail at that point;
John still had 442 miles to go. I heard from him on Labor Day;
he’d passed through Franconia, the Presidentials, and the
Carters and was honing in on Old Speck. 298 miles to go and
some of the most brutal miles of the trail. With luck and perseverance (and weather permitting), he’d finish his hike by
early October.
During our first three days I’d watch John surge ahead
into the woods, disappearing, only to wait for me at each
important landmark. On the AT, the mantra is “hike your own
hike”; to hike “with” someone says that you’ll see them at
the start and finish of a day’s walk, but rarely in between.
Weather varies, but you don’t often have the chance to wait
for better. There are miles to go.
John has the experience and interest to share his
knowledge of the trail. Over a given day on the AT in midsummer you’re likely to meet a dozen through-hikers, a dozen day-hikers, and a few who -- like me -- are out for “just” a
couple of nights. John will gladly stop and chat with any and
all of them. Individuals, couples, and groups all travel at their
own pace. Whether a hiker is a NoBo (Northbound) or SoBo,
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most are in good shape at this point, and cranking. Those
who go on and off the trail with the vague intention of “doing
the whole thing” someday are known as section hikers.
On our fourth day I got a big head start, but only because
John had things to do first. He had to assist a German hiker
with limited English in planning a stop in Hanover, he needed
to complete an article and prepare it for submission, and he
had to answer calls and e-mails. All this before setting out at
the sluggardly hour of 7:30 a.m., and into a downpour. He
still caught up with me.
Whistler is no slouch.
John jokes that the trail is 2,189 miles long and five feet
wide. Maybe that line isn’t original, but it’s absolutely valid.
In Vermont, at least, the “long green tunnel” has breaks for
stupendous views, but you can’t stop long to appreciate
them.
Folks who’ve been hiking for fifty years or so tend to disparage a lot of modern technology. Who needs it? Is it necessary? Is it good? Earl Schaffer, the first man to hike the entire
trail (in 1949) repeated his feat in 1999. He didn’t carry a
stove or shelter either time, and his backpack was made of
canvas. He thought he was “state of the art,” and he finished
his quest. You can bet he didn’t carry a cell phone, wear a
Fitbit, or even know what Strava or Active.com are. He sent
postcards.
One generation removed, geezers like me and Whistler
know what the information age’s tools are, but we’re not
wholly owned by them. We’ll call, check for good signals,
text, and yes, even check our e-mail. But not constantly.
There were times on the trail when every third person going
the other way wore earbuds, even while hiking with a dog.
This I do not get. And we can proudly remember days when
there were no such distractions (leading a camp group down
from Mt. Katahdin in 1974 I heard that Nixon had resigned;
“so’s your mother!” I replied, wondering as I wandered down
the trail towards civilization).
Still, it’s pretty nice to arrive at civilization after a long
day’s walk with a heavy pack. And civilization doesn’t have to
be fancy. Hikers tend to settle down for the night whenever
opportunity presents itself. In Pomfret, Vermont, a dry barn
and an extension cord (for recharging phones) provided all
we required. Besides, there was a farm stand up the street
which sold pie and ice cream. Bedtime was 6:00 p.m.
[Continued next page]
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On an impulse, I called John on October 2, just a little
after noon. “How's it going?” I asked. Ten minutes later I
heard back. “I'm on top!” he answered. He'd done it!

In West Hartford, Vermont (a town hammered by Hurricane Irene in 2011), civilization for me and Whistler was at
Jealous? Me? You bet!
Randy and Linda’s place. The barn that they’d lived in while
There’s this thing about tagging along with a throughrebuilding their lives is now a hikers’ hostel, full of stray bedhiker for any length of time: you’re sort of a spectator. Mayding and a treasure trove of bad movies. On their porch you’ll
find hot coffee, assorted fruit and
bagels, a gas grill, and conversation. The food is a lot like what you
get at the end of a race, full of
carbs, sweetness, and densely concentrated energy. Pizza, Chinese
food, and beer are easily delivered
if you call, cell service there is
good, and the Wi-Fi is free. Linda
cooks breakfast and doesn’t charge
anything (donations are welcome,
and failing to pony up unimaginable). After fourteen up and down
miles of hard walking in warm
weather, it’s great to just crash;
better still if everyone understands.
“Everyone” at Randy and Linda’s
Misty summer woods along the AT in central Vermont (photo by Ben Kimball)
has been as many as thirty hikers a
night this season.
be people who pace ultramarathoners feel the same way
More than “Trail Angels” (people who appear, out of no(Mark Mazzola? You’ve done this!); they can taste the chalwhere and almost randomly, to share donuts, Gatorade,
lenge, but they’re not fully into it, for whatever reasons. Yet?
snacks, and even beer with whoever comes along), Randy
The task takes a lot of focus on top of the fitness. Still, there’s
and Linda are trail parents. They both work jobs, and she’s
a rush for the fan when the hero triumphs; “to finish is to
been a foster parent to many children. She was up and cookwin” may be trite, but it’s true.
ing by 6:30 a.m. More power to them!
I haven’t run since 2011, for a combination of reasons or
On Labor Day, Whistler was in Gorham, NH, past the
excuses. Non-runners often wonder where runners find the
Presidential Range and the Carters as well. But he still faced
time; runners wonder how. Hmm. My mantra for years has
the Mahoosucs and Old Speck, including the “toughest mile”
been this: you can do anything, but you can’t do everything.
of the entire trail (in Mahoosuc Notch). He still had 282 miles
Hmm.
of Maine to traverse, including the Hundred-Mile Wilderness,
But a final word about “Whistler.” He’s got work to do on
where resupply is difficult at best. He still had to climb most
his technique. His whistling has more than a hint of heavy
of Mt. Katahdin’s 5,267 feet (Katahdin is the ultimate Monadbreathing, which belies his fitness. Maybe next year he and I
nock, though no one seems to call it such; it rises nearly
can do the parts of Vermont I still need to finish. Maybe we
4,200' from the surrounding plain). He had to hike “double
can both do the whole Long Trail. Maybe I’ll gear up, adjust
digit days,” and lots of them. And he had one month to get
my priorities and go for the whole trail. Or maybe I’ll just hike
the job done.
some more with my first running mentors. In between, get in
Things got busy for me in September; I got caught up in
a run or two.
other projects (the retirement syndrome of wondering where
I’ll think about it.
you’d find time to work too). I rode in a sponsored bicycle
tour for Parkinson’s research, planned a trip to Canada,
worked on projects. On the side, I mulled another section
Ben Bensen is a SMAC member from Deerfield and served as
hike, but the month just zipped by. Great weather, for the
excellent editor of The Sugarloaf Sun for many years.
most part, but what was going on in Maine?
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The Nine-Day Plan Undone
by Jeannie LaPierre
Meb Keflezighi, at age 38 in 2014, switched
to a nine-day training cycle to incorporate more
rest days between long runs, intervals, and tempo runs. After training over the winter using an
advanced seven-day plan, I’m still dealing with
the psychic aftereffects. My running had finally
hit the wall of no return. (Ah, mixed metaphors,
go figure; I’m still tired). Surely if it worked for
Meb, it would pan out for me. Well, maybe.
When I queried club members, the response
suggested that while the longer cycle would work
in theory, it was impractical for the nonprofessional runner. The elites train full time at
exclusive camps with the benefit of private
coaches, physical therapists, nutritionists, and
zero gravity machines like the AlterG Anti-Gravity
Treadmill. The rest of us rely on research and
advice as we figure out how to balance all the
components of training with the likes of jobs,
family, eating, sleeping, and walking the dog.
My goal race was a 10K. After some research, I designed
a seven-day plan stretching it into nine. The possible on paper always sounds doable when sitting in the sun sipping
stress relief tea after a nap. Two books offer both general and
detailed approaches to road racing and training Road Racing
for Serious Runners by Pete Pfitzinger and Scott Douglas and
Fast After Fifty by Joe Friel. The former, published in 1999
contains information that is still relevant and simpler with
sample training schedules. Friel’s 2015 book targets athletes
who enjoy the challenge, (I mean, REALLY enjoy), of using
physiological data to measure fitness levels involving VO2,
lactate threshold, LT heart rate and other markers of fitness.
He emphasizes that while intensity is the best method for
maintaining a high fitness level after fifty, it is also fraught
with the increased chance of injury. I concur. Beneath the
weight of all that physicality is the mental focus, perhaps the
most important component.

far too high. And when she found out, she couldn’t fly, it was
too late.” The Guess Who? Me. I sipped my tea. The tag read,
“The gate to happiness is compassion.” In other words, give
myself a break for being so naïve.
On race day, something was missing – the oomph. Scientifically speaking, lack of enthusiasm. Only in the final half
mile did I find some speed. Was I heartened that I beat two
[Continued next page]

Within a month, the plan unraveled. After a hard interval
session, that twinge in the quad on the final go-round blossomed into a setback involving adjoining body parts. My adherence to a schedule had disrupted the natural rhythm of
daily training. I know better, damn it, but in a hazy glow of
confidence, I had decided to experiment. When the schedule
“suggested” a hill workout, I sent my regrets. A tired body
makes no training gains. “She climbed a mountain that was
Jeannie being Jeannie.
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39-year-olds who probably hadn’t trained at all? Well, yes.
The longer training plan felt too long. Here’s why. Meb benefited from a personalized program and other perks. I could
not plan how or when my body would adapt. I’d peaked too
soon. The unknown is unpredictable. I needed feedback and
directed guidance plus a bespoke plan that suited my abilities. There’s nothing wrong in trying and try I did, as best I
knew how, without post-docs in physiology and kinetics
hooking me up to gizmos and gadgets to help me improve.
I’ve returned to my roots by re-embracing intuition. I’m
sorry, I say, for ignoring you. I'll stick to a tempo and speed
workout three to four days
apart. Sprinkle in strength,
stretching, and long runs
and take however long I
need to achieve that. I'm
reminded of the phrase
“angle of repose”; the point
at which a rolling objects
such as boulder finds itself
at rest. It is not a bad place,
but it is THE place where it is
most comfortable. It is
where it needs to be until
moved. I will rest so I can
keep on rolling.
The experiment yielded fun facts. Meb is Meb and
Jeanne is Jeanne. Every athlete is different. We are different
every day. What worked yesterday, may not tomorrow. Time
waits for no one. As long as I learn something, I’ll keep at it.
That’s progress.

Phantoms Don’t Chase Me
by John Stifler
For reasons no one has explained, I repel fish, mosquitoes, and ghosts.
Not only have I never hooked anything larger than a fourinch sunfish, but the most experienced anglers fail to catch
fish if I’m in the boat with them. Given any choice of biting
me or someone else near me in the woods or swamplands,
mosquitoes will go for the other person. And ghosts? Ghosts
have visited friends and several relatives of mine, but never
when I am anywhere nearby.
Ghosts haven’t visited me when I’m alone, either, despite
what surely has been ample opportunity. I taught at a school
in Switzerland where the main hallway in the oldest building
was decorated with a suit of armor and medieval weapons,
the rafters loomed darkly, and the floor creaked. I would walk
through that hallway sometimes at midnight without turning
on any of the lights, imagining something…
Nothing.
My family has a cottage on a small lake in Michigan. Over
the decades, ghosts have definitely appeared there. One
night when my brother was alone in the building, a ghost
pulled the blanket off his bed and then sat down and looked
at him while puffing on a pipe. Another night, ghosts walked
through the playroom and woke my sister, who saw two figures carrying a third. Guests have come to breakfast in the
morning and asked, “Does something really strange ever happen to you in this place? Something floated over my bed last
night and disappeared into the ceiling.”
None of this stuff ever happens when I’m there.

Jeannie resides in N. Granby, CT at the top of a 13% grade,
which is great training for anyone wanting to conquer a
mountain like Mt. Washington. Usually though,
she drives up. In her mind, she flies.

W A N T E D
Photos of You in SMAC Gear
At Any Upcoming Race/Event
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Still, I have some imagination, and once in a while that
imagination will engage itself with a dark place, an otherwise
empty hallway or road or path, the chill of a moonless night.

Most often, that imagination sputters, clicks, lets out a
murmur, when I am running at night on one particular stretch
of road in Northampton. Specifically:
Reservoir Road, the long straightaway between Chesterfield Road and the center of Leeds. I used to live in Leeds, and
sometimes when an over-busy workday had kept me from
getting any exercise before suppertime, I’d go out at 9 or 10
p.m. and run along that road, which is lined with high pine
trees and a fairly wide shoulder where it parallels the shore
of the upper reservoir.
[Continued next page]
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That place can get darker than most. No street lights. If
there’s a moon, the trees block its beams. The reservoir may
be barely visible if the night is clear, but most of what you
can see is a faint silvery line, the water’s surface, surrounded
by deep black. On the other side is the thickly wooded Roberts Hill conservation area, green or autumnal green-yellowred-brown by day, but at night a dark mass, impenetrable.
I hear the sound of my shoes on the pavement. I hear a
twig snap when I step on it. There’s no breeze, or if there is it
is quiet, because evergreens don’t rustle like deciduous trees.
There’s no traffic. I keep running. Don’t slow down, don’t
speed up. I keep telling myself there are no bears, or that if
there are any, they are asleep. But it is very dark on this road.
Could there be… something? Something invisible, behind me
or off to the side, maybe following me? Is it about to make a
sound? Maybe a sudden shriek – or maybe a half-heard whisper, a murmur, just to let me know of its presence? Does it
have claws? Will it catch me?
Nope.
I may act like Ichabod Crane sometimes, but no Headless
Horseman is chasing me down the road, galloping closer,
eyes glowing, about to throw its head at me or throw me into
the reservoir or anything else. Despite my sometimes obsessive personality, I cannot sustain the illusion of anything paranormal for more than a moment. I think I see three or four
geese floating on the water, heads tucked into their wings for
the night. So much for apparitions.
I went to a high school in Middle Tennessee – I moved
around a lot before I discovered Northampton – named for a
person named Montgomery Bell. Bell’s family, an ancient one
in those parts, was bothered by a witch in the early 1800s.
Some locals think the Bell Witch’s spells may still be in effect,
in the county south of Nashville, near where my father,

brother, and I would run or bike on back roads past the meandering Harpeth River.
The scariest thing I saw in that river was a water moccasin, before it dropped out of sight into the silty brown
depths. The fields were populated by horses, none of them
carrying some dead Civil
War cavalry officer waving his sword. They were
being bred to run in the
Iroquois Steeplechase, a
series of horse races held
each year in the spring. In
the fall, the Steeplechase
was the venue for the
Nashville high school
cross-country championships. My brother was
the Montgomery Bell
Academy team’s captain.
In the early 19th century, Montgomery Bell
had his workers (slaves? I
don’t know) dig a tunnel
through a limestone hill
that rises in the middle of
a deep meander in the
The Bell Witch
Harpeth River, so that wa(image courtesy Wikipedia)
ter would flow through
from the upstream side of the bend to the downstream side,
fast enough to power a mill wheel. We explored the tunnel.
Nothing in it but rocks.
At the school in Switzerland, I ran along manicured footpaths, winding village roads, or around a health-and-fitness
parcours with exercise stations and signs showing how to use
the rings or bars or steps to do a workout. In the winter,
short days meant I was sometimes running in near darkness –
but this was Switzerland. Switzerland expelled all its ghosts in
the late 13th century.
In Michigan, my cousins and I would run four-mile laps
around the lake, under a vast Midwestern expanse of blue
sky and alongside Oz-green fields. Later in the day, Cousin
Bob would row the boat out onto the lake to catch bass and
perch for dinner. He would not invite me to accompany him.
John Stifler, a Sugarloaf member since 1979, is a senior writer for
New England Runner magazine and a former Daily Hampshire Gazette columnist and UMass writing teacher. He lives in Florence.

Bell Witch signs. (photo courtesy Wikipedia Commons)
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Scary Spice
by Aleks Kajstura
October means either pumpkin spice or Halloween. And
while I can safely say I have not (yet?) been set upon by
pumpkin spice Gu, Halloween is out in full force for my runs
in Oqunquit. We like to hit up the local breakfast place nice
and early, which means I get the “pleasure” of doing my
morning runs in a strange place in the dark.
I head out of the motel just as the first strings of sky turn
from black to blue. Leaving my headlamp behind, I make my
first little loop down to the estuary and through the northern
marshes. Running between the tall grasses and low trees and
odd waterfowl sounds, I soon wish I had that headlamp with
me after all. After a few miles of spooky nature, I head back
south along the main road into town, where the spookiness is
squarely man-made.
The town Halloween decoration contest, on top of the
place’s usual penchant for ornamentation, really brings out
the local talent. But while I startle a few times, and maybe
duck in response to one flying ghoul, the most memorable
displays leave me with miles of unanswered questions:

But then the roar of the ocean is getting closer as I head
down Shore Road, and I pass a building with one skeletal arm
dangling out of each of its numerous window boxes. Chicken
conundrum momentarily forgotten, I wonder if I should have
backtracked to see whether they were a mix of right and left
arms. And… where are the rest of the bodies buried? Perhaps
there is a rooftop garden? Did the chicken have anything to
do with it?
I spent most of the rest of the weekend fairly Halloweenfree as I gave up running in lieu of romantic sunrise walks on
the beach with my wife. All was well until finally, in a rush on
our last day there, I grabbed a blueberry muffin for the road.
As I bit into it while driving south on 495, I discovered that it
was pumpkin spice blueberry. That poor muffin was as confused as the besuited chicken.

Open Letter Follow-Up
by Ben Kimball
I want to take a second to just plain old complain
about something. In an open letter editorial on p. 19 of
the Mar/Apr 2017 issue of The Sun, I begged race directors to consider some basic fundamentals, including
thoughtful scheduling. There were about 723 THOUSAND
local races the weekend of September 16–17 this year,
including 3 major trail races, back-to-back series races,
and even a handful of late-season triathlons. Sometimes
there were even similar-distance races on the same
morning in adjacent towns. That’s just nutty; pretty much
ensuring guaranteed lower turnout at each event. How
many local races were there on the very next Saturday?
None. Zero. Where in the world is the logic in that? If races wait until the last minute to set their race date, I would
ask that they PLEASE take into consideration what other
local races may already share that weekend. Spread the
love. Allow for runners to set smart, diverse, and above
all local racing/training schedules. I’m betting the region’s
runners will thank and reward them for it.

… I’m still not quite sure where to start with this one.
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The only exception to this is Thanksgiving morning. I
wish EVERY town had a local 5K then. It seems like a nobrainer that encouraging everyone to come out and participate in a family fun run before the feasting begins
makes a great cultural addition to a day that’s renowned
for overeating and sitting on the sofa watching football.
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SMAC Winter Youth Track Is Coming!
The 2017–2018 SMAC Winter Youth
Track season is almost here. Check the
SMAC website for details about where,
when, and how — Coming Soon!
This is one of the most important,
most valuable things that the club does,
and it perfectly represents our commitment to supporting the future of running
in the Valley.

http://sugarloafmac.org/?events=smacyouth-track

Hey Look, It’s An Extra Short! (almost as if the editor realized at the very last minute that he’d forgotten to put it on the Shorts page…)
SMAC Runners at the Swanzey Covered Bridges Half-Marathon (Elijah’s Race) in southwest NH on September 3, 2017
Place Div/Tot Div
19
3/18
M4049
27
2/8
M6069
36
2/8
M5059
99
6/14
F5059

Time
1:33:53
1:40:31
1:44:36
2:05:42

Pace
7:10
7:41
7:59
9:36

Name
Robert Bezio
Richard Clark
James Callaway
Kate Koonz

Ag
44
63
54
54

S
M
M
M
F

Race# City/State
173 Erving MA
120 Feeding Hills MA
128 Shelburne Falls MA
175 Orange MA

Hey Look, It’s Another Extra Short! (almost as if this race took place on a day well after the deadline for finishing this issue…)
SMAC Runners at the Toasted Owl Gives a Hoot 5K in downtown Northampton on October 29, 2017
Place
=====
1
20

Name
No.
=================== =====
Patrick Pezzati
548
Paul Serio
580

Aleks Kajstura

Ag Div/Tot
== ========
54
1/10
53
3/10

Div
=====
M5059
M5059

City
===============
Montague
Leeds

Catherine Bezio glides past a cemetery
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St Net time Pace
== ======= =====
MA
19:50 6:23
MA
24:12 7:48

Tom Raffensperger and JoEllen Reino
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Running in the Dark
by Grant Ritter
For a while, my scariest run involved dealing with the
aftereffects of eating too many Hangar wings and being many
miles from any kind of place where I could... solve the issue.
Then I started running in the dark.
As the sun goes down and darkness creeps in, we’re deprived of our sight and the world seems to close in around us.
All of a sudden it’s harder to tell if that twig snapping is from
a squirrel or a Bigfoot that happens to dislike runners. As we
head into the darkness it almost feels like going into the unknown even if it is a road or trail we have run hundreds of
times. Night vision goggles haven’t broken into the running
scene yet, which means that a trusty headlamp is our best
friend to combat the darkness. Even with a 900-lumen headlamp the world is only illuminated a few feet out, and beyond
that lays the unknown darkness. It is easy to see how
the dark could create enough anxiety and uncertainty
to almost make someone want to run on a treadmill.

haunted hayride. This, combined with the ability to avoid the
treadmill, are enough to convince me to head into the dark.
Each run in the dark is a unique and adventurous experience.
Of course, running in the dark does have some real risks that
can be minimized with basic safety practices. Always carry a
light, wear reflective clothing, know where you are going and
make sure someone else knows to.
Running in the dark takes away part of our awareness. It
is only natural that we fill that gap with fear and anxiety.
However, running in the dark can also be an invigorating and
adventurous experience if you do it safely.
See Grant’s member profile on p. 15 of the July/Aug 2016 Sun
(and turn your clocks back on Saturday night, Nov. 4)

For years I avoided the darkness by not running,
letting my hard-earned fitness fade away with those
early winter sunsets. A desire to PR at the 7 Sisters Trail
Race was enough motivation to convince me to put on
my headlamp and step into the darkness. I started on
the road at first and found some comfort by focusing
only on the part of the world that my headlamp illuminated. From time to time I would glance into the woods
beside the road and my headlamp would catch the reflection of eyes staring back at me; must be squirrels
but I picked up the pace just in case it was Bigfoot.
My route usually took me up a quiet hill with no
traffic, no streetlights, and a few abandoned houses,
which just about equals the stereotypical scary place to
be in the dark. As I passed the dark shapes of the old
houses I always felt a chill, an odd vibe and the feeling
that someone was right behind me; sometimes I swear I
even heard footsteps even though no one was anywhere near. I tried to avoid this section of road, but the
elevation gain was too good to resist. This all happened
to be near the top of a steep climb and I told myself
that these spirits only wanted to encourage me to pick
up the pace, and that’s exactly what I did. I always
breathed a sigh of relief as I left that dark stretch of
road into the welcoming glow of streetlights as if whatever was behind me could not enter the light.
I tell myself that ghosts are not waiting on the side
of road to scare me as if my run was some type of
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The Running Life

Fear

The Running
by Ben Kimball

Bear with me. This does relate to running, I promise.
I love scary movies. I have watched a LOT of them, and I
really enjoy it when a group of clever movie-makers can craft
something that simulates a nightmare. Creating sensations
that really make you feel alive. On a primal level, a good
scare can be almost as enjoyable as a good laugh. Horror and
comedy are strangely related. So, yeah, I love scary movies.
But not all of them; there’s a pecking order. Let me explain.
Zombies leave me cold (there is nothing frightening
about slow, mindless idiots, unless… well, never mind); I’ve
stared numbly through several George Romero films. Classic
possessions generally bore me (I’m not Catholic, so…); after
watching The Exorcist late one night as a teenager, I complained to my friends, “seriously? That’s what some people
say is the scariest movie ever?” And various other monsters
often just seem silly; I’m lookin’ at you, most giant animal
movies. Oh, and cursed objects? Yawwwwn.
But faint bumps in the night (what was that?), subtle
tricks of the eye (did I just see…?), and body horror (how
could one go on without that limb, etc.) terrify me terribly.
Paranormal Activity, Halloween, and The Thing all fit the bill
here. I’ve also found genuine frights in some creature features, like Jaws, Cloverfield, The Descent, and Alien, etc. Being
eaten sucks! Your basic deranged maniacs even have an element of fearsomeness sometimes, because hey it could happen; thus the occasional slasher movie fright (also, actor/
writer Gunnar Hansen who played the chainsaw-wielding
Leatherface was my neighbor growing up, so there’s that). I
enjoy those flicks so much, for their ability to create and sustain intense suspense and/or brief moments of pure terror.
So what does any of this have to do with running? Well,
for one thing being on a run isn’t always that different from

What frightens you?

Dread

Note: This article originally appeared in the Mar/Apr 2017
issue of The Sugarloaf Sun (see p. 22) and has been reprinted
here in the “spooky” issue… for obvious reasons.

watching a movie. There’s a distinct beginning and a definite
end, with some kind of progressively unfolding story in between. And much of what you get or take away from it is up
to you. Each run is like a little movie we create for ourselves,
and the movies aren’t always lighthearted comedies. As for
running scared in general, we’ve all been there on some level. How many times have you been spooked on a run, either
by an animal or a loud truck? Or by fading daylight, or a suspicious stranger, or even just the thoughts in your head?
As a regular trail runner, I frequently find myself alone in
the woods; for the most part I’m very comfortable there.
Sure there are a few things to be wary of here in the Northeast. Bears with cubs. Moose in rut. Evil spiders (bulbous or
hairy ones with striped legs are the MOST evil). But most of
the animal scares I get are from squirrels that sound as loud
as a pack of Brontosaurus in the underbrush. Sometimes I get
wigged out by the potential threat of encountering someone
sketchy out there. Most of the time though, the thing that
gives me shivers is the notion that I could somehow lose a
body part that I can’t grow back (why are there so many
sharp dead branches sticking out exactly at my eye level on
this trail??). Dismemberment. Oh please let me never need to
refer to part of myself as severed, gouged-out, or sliced off.
Usually the fear is pretty far from my mind. There’s a lot
to think about on a run. Like where you are, where you’re
going, why that conversation at work got you so worked up
today. But sometimes it creeps in. The insidious infiltration of
fear. I call it The Running Dread.
As with movies, not all running dread is equal. Sometimes it’s pretty benign and you mostly forget about it and
move on before too long. Other times it comes and goes, like
a fleeting flash of an unexpected figure out of the corner of
your eye. And still other times it takes hold and paralyzes
part of your brain, more or less wiping out your capacity for
rational thought. That last one can really ruin a run! But it can
also serve to force a speed workout, so hey, it’s not all bad.
Fortunately, the fear always seems to go away when the
movie or run ends. Or… does it.
I don’t necessarily fear the running dread. I know it’s going to be a part of my life sometimes, and it’s best to just recognize that and accept it. Maybe write about it and share the
notion with others. Hope that I’m not totally alone here and
at least a few people get what I’m talking about. You know?
Right? Guys? Hello…? Is anyone there?
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Coming Attractions

Just when you thought it was safe to lace up your kicks again...

Hamstring
Cramp
Monster

It may be the last banana bite he ever skips.
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Photos

SMAC in Action!

Zombie Carla at the end of
a trail half marathon, which
she ran the same day as
the Don Maynard 5-Miler.
(photo by B. Kimball)

Mike Fadel nears
the finish of the
Conway Covered
Bridge 10K.
(photo by
B. Kimball)

Chris Neoh
comes down
off Mt. Toby.
(photo by
B. Kimball)

Max Heuck finishes a 10K in style. (photo courtesy Alejandro Heuck)

Above: Janice Stone at the 5K for
Farmland. (photo by M. Mazzola)
Left: Jason Arble bolts ahead to
take an early lead at the start of
the 2017 Don Maynard 5-Mile Road
Race; he was able to hold that edge
and finished in first place in 30:39.
(photo by Vickie Barlow)
To all club members not pictured here:
everyone else wants to see you too.
Please submit your photos to The Sun!
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Photos

SMAC Members Flying in Fall Races (photos by Ben Kimball)

Scott Burch summits Toby

Jodi McIntyre in Conway

Bosiljka Glumac at Conway

Christine Morin at Chase’n a Mason

Anna and Dan Smith at the Conway Covered Bridge Classic 10K

Stephanie Funk at Chase’n a Mason
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Upcoming Races

Upcoming Races and Events
Some upcoming SMAC, SMAC-affiliated, and various other races and events around the region

November
4 (Saturday) Bear Hole Run for the Trails 5K and 10K West Springfield, MA 10:00 a.m. registration map [TRAIL]
4 (Saturday) Sweat for Clean Water 5K UMASS Amherst, MA 10:30 a.m. registration
4 (Saturday) Air Line Trail Ghost Run Half-Marathon New Hampton, CT 9:00 a.m. website
5 (Sunday) Templeton 5K trail race Templeton, MA 9:00 a.m. website [TRAIL]
5 (Sunday) Dan Barry 5-Miler Hatfield, MA noon link?

11 (Saturday) Movember Trail Run (413 Trail Runners event; free) Mt. Tom, MA 9:00 a.m. Facebook
12 (Sunday) Clarkdale 12K Cider Run Deerfield, MA 9:30 a.m. Facebook
12 (Sunday) Amherst Half Marathon Amherst, MA 8:00 a.m. website
12 (Sunday) Monson Memorial Classic Half-Marathon (and 5K) Monson, MA noon website
12 (Sunday) durtyfeets Upton State Forest 21K Trail Race Upton, MA 9:00 a.m. website [TRAIL]
16 (Thursday) SMAC Race Series dinner Hadley, MA 6:00 p.m. (see the SMAC Series article on p. 14) [SMAC social event]
19 (Sunday) The Village Ultra 10-Hour New Salem, MA 7:00 a.m. registration
19 (Sunday) Holiday Sweater Fun Run 5K Lee, MA 10:00 a.m. website
23 (Thursday) Stuffing the Pantry 5K East Longmeadow, MA 8:00 a.m. website
23 (Thursday) Give ’em the Bird 5K Easthampton, MA 8:30 a.m. Facebook
23 (Thursday) Wilbraham Turkey Trot (5-miler) Wilbraham, MA 8:30 a.m. website
23 (Thursday) Sachem Scamper 5K Greenfield, MA 9:00 a.m. Facebook registration [TRAIL]
25 (Saturday) Talking Turkey 6-mile XC race Ashley Res, Holyoke, MA 1:00 p.m. Facebook registration
26 (Sunday) Gorge Apres Gorge 5K trail race Chesterfield, MA 9:00 a.m. link [TRAIL]

December
Greater Springfield Harriers weekly Snowstorm Classic races begin Saturday Dec. 2 at 9:00 a.m. in Forest Park website
4 (Sunday) Hot Chocolate 5K Northampton, MA 10:00 a.m. Facebook website
9 (Saturday) Millinocket Marathon (free!) Millinocket, ME 10:00 a.m. website
16 (Saturday) Seth’s Fat Ass 50K Springfield, MA 8:30 a.m. signup
17 (Sunday) Hannukah Road Race 5K Springfield, MA 10:30 a.m. website
31 (Saturday) North Adams Fat Ass 50K North Adams, MA 9:00 a.m. link
Jan. 1 (Sunday) Sawmill River Run 10K Montague, MA 10:00 a.m. Facebook

January/February: Sawmill River Run 10K (Montague, MA), Arena Attack Indoor Race Series (Amherst, MA), Greenfield Winter Carnival 4-Miler (Greenfield, MA), Amherst 10-Miler (Amherst, MA), WMAC and WMDP snowshoe races,
and more. Also: indoor track meets, winter youth track, and all the XC skiing you can shake two sticks on your feet at.
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Upcoming Races

Race organizers: If you would like to advertise your event in The Sugarloaf Sun newsletter, please send appropriate material to
the editor at alpinefin [at] comcast.net. There is no charge, but space is limited and preference will be given to local / regional
races on a first-come, first serve basis. Please make sure to include a safe, valid URL to link the graphic to.
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SMAC Gear
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Flash-SMAC

Another Don Grant classic from the archives…
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Parting Shot

In Milford, NH, Only The Other Runners In The Tunnel Can Hear You Scream
You can do all sorts of distances, up to 100 miles, at the annual Ghost Train Rail Trail Race on the border of MA and NH in late October.
SMAC’s Nancy Mead successfully ran her first 50K there this year.

Ghost Train hundred-mile runners have to navigate this Alien-esque tunnel along
the rail trail path in the dead of night. (Photo by Steve Jackson)

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2017

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!)
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